
Welcome to the world of trading! Mastering chart analysis is crucial for success. Learn 

to read and interpret charts, identify support and resistance levels, and spot 

opportunities using moving averages. Join us on this exciting journey into the world of 

financial markets. Let's get started!

We will talk about:

● How candlesticks work

○ A bullish candle

○ A bearish candle

○ A wick

○ A body

● Uptrend (Bullish) or a downtrend (Bearish)

○ Higher highs and higher lows in an uptrend

○ Lower highs and lower lows in a downtrend

● Support and resistance

○ How to define a zone

○ Where buyers enter

○ Where sellers enter

● How moving averages work

○ Simple moving average (SMA)

○ Exponential moving average (EMA)

● 16 Candlestick patterns you should know

○ Bullish candlestick patterns

○ Bearish candlestick patterns

○ Continuation patterns

● Chart patterns you should know

○ Bullish chart patterns

○ Bearish chart patterns

○ Continuation patterns

○ Reversal patterns

● Learn about risk management

○ What risk to reward is

○ What a win rate is

○ How to make profit

● Master your emotions

○ In trading, it's essential to detach from emotions, yet as humans, it's 

inevitable to feel them. Therefore, mastering control over emotions 

becomes crucial.



What market to trade

In the dynamic landscape of financial markets, individuals have the opportunity to 

engage in trading across a diverse array of options, tailoring their trading endeavors to 

suit their unique preferences, aptitude, and risk tolerance. The availability of multiple 

markets provides traders with a spectrum of choices, each with its distinct 

characteristics and intricacies. Some of the most prominent markets that individuals 

can consider for trading encompass the following:

● Stock Market: One of the most recognizable avenues, the stock market offers a 

platform for trading individual stocks, representing ownership in publicly listed 

companies. By navigating stock exchanges such as the illustrious New York 

Stock Exchange (NYSE) or the technology-driven NASDAQ, traders can seek to 

capitalize on fluctuations in share prices, utilizing strategic analysis and informed 

decision-making.

● Forex (Foreign Exchange) Market: On the international stage, the forex market 

unfurls a tapestry of currency pairs where traders speculate on the value of one 

currency relative to another. The all-encompassing nature of this market 

facilitates trading activities around the clock, as global currencies shift in 

response to economic indicators, geopolitical events, and monetary policy 

adjustments.

● Commodity Market: Comprising a spectrum of tangible goods like precious 

metals, oil, agricultural products, and more, the commodity market encompasses 

both futures contracts and spot trading. Traders can engage in forecasting price 

fluctuations driven by supply-demand dynamics, geopolitical tensions, and 

climatic patterns.

● Futures Market: An arena for trading contracts that obligate participants to buy 

or sell an asset at a predetermined price on a future date, the futures market 

offers exposure to various commodities, indices, and financial instruments. It 

provides a mechanism for hedging and speculating, appealing to traders with 

varying risk appetites.

● Options Market: The options market introduces a layer of complexity, granting 

traders the right but not the obligation to buy or sell an asset within a specified 

timeframe. By strategically leveraging options contracts on stocks, indices, and 

commodities, traders can devise intricate strategies to navigate market 

movements and manage risk.



● Cryptocurrency Market: Emerging in the digital age, the cryptocurrency market 

offers a novel dimension to trading, featuring digital currencies like Bitcoin and 

Ethereum. Operated through dedicated cryptocurrency exchanges, this market is 

characterized by high volatility and technological innovation.

● Indices Market: Tied to the performance of market indices such as the S&P 500 

and the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the indices market allows traders to 

speculate on the collective movement of select stocks, offering a broader 

perspective on market trends.

● Bond Market: The bond market caters to those seeking fixed-income securities, 

allowing traders to buy and sell government and corporate bonds. This market, 

driven by interest rate changes and economic indicators, provides an avenue for 

diversification and income generation.

● Derivatives Market: For those inclined towards sophisticated strategies, the 

derivatives market encompasses instruments like swaps and forwards, offering 

avenues for risk management, hedging, and speculation.



How candlesticks work

A candlestick shows the price movement of an asset over a certain period of time. This 

can vary from a minute to a day, depending on the price chart. A candlestick displays 

four different price levels that an asset has reached in the specified period: the lowest 

point in an asset's price, the highest point, and the opening and closing price.

The body of a candlestick is used to show the difference between an asset's opening 

and closing price (or the current price for the candlestick on the far right of the chart). 

When the candlestick is green, the bottom of the body indicates the opening price and 

the top indicates the closing price. If the candlestick is red, the opposite is true: the top 

indicates the opening price and the bottom indicates the closing price.

Similarly, if the candlestick body is long, it has been through a period of intense buying 

and selling activity. If the candlestick body is short, there has been more of a 

consolidation in the market for that period.

A candlestick with a long top wick and short bottom wick means buyers have been very 

active during a trading period. However, sellers soon caused the price to fall, causing 

the market to close lower than the level reached by the top wick. The weak closing 

price provided the long top wick.

Conversely, a candlestick with a long lower wick and short upper wick shows that 

sellers initially drove the price down, after which buyers bought cheap and caused the 

price to recover. The market ended up having a strong close, as evidenced by the long 

bottom wick.



Bullish candle:

● Bottom of the body is the opening prize.

● Top of the body is the closing price.

● Top of the wick is how high the price has been.

● Bottom of the wick is how low the price has been.

Bearish candle:

● Bottom of the body is the closing price.

● Top of the body is the opening price.

● Top of the wick is how high the price has been.

● Bottom of the wick is how low the price has been.



Uptrend (Bullish) or a downtrend (Bearish)

An uptrend in the realm of finance signifies a consistent upward movement of a 

financial asset's price. During an uptrend, each peak and trough in the price chart 

surpasses the previous ones, creating a series of ascending peaks and troughs. 

Consequently, the uptrend is characterized by the presence of higher swing lows and 

higher swing highs. As long as the price continues to establish these higher swing lows 

and higher swing highs, the uptrend is considered to be intact.


